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Date:  Tuesday, October 15, 2019 
Time:  5:00 p.m. 
Location: Third Floor Courtroom, Bedford County Courthouse 
 
Present:   Chairman Julie Sanders; Commissioners Chasity Gunn, Brent Smith 
 
Absent:  Commissioners Jeff Sweeney, Brian Farris 
 
Others Present:  County Commissioners: Sylvia Pinson, Mark Thomas, Linda Yockey, Don Gallagher, Bill 
Anderson, Janice Brothers, Julie Sanders, Finance Director: Robert Daniel,  Sheriff: Austin Swing, IT 
Director: Josh Carney, Planning and Zoning Director: Chris White, Assistant Fire Chief: Brian Cantrell, 
Assistant to the Mayor: Anna Frazier, Times-Gazette Reporter: John Carney 
 
1. Call Meeting to Order:  Chairman Julie Sanders, 5:48 P.M. 
 
2. Roll Call: 2 absent 
 
3. Prayer:  Commissioner Sanders 
 
4. Approval of September 17, 2019 Courthouse & Property Committee meeting minutes: Motion 

made to approve, (Smith, Gunn) unanimous. 
 
5. Zoning Reports: Director Chris White in attendance, nothing to add to report. 
 
6. IT Reports:  Director Josh Carney, web design RFP currently out there and have had quite a few bids.  

Discussed how the building will connect to the network by fiber optic cable.  Chairman Sanders asked 
if the contract with United was for five years.  Director Carney said yes.  Finance Director Robert 
Daniel said it would have to go to the Commission.  Chairman Sanders asked that it is sent to the 
Finance Committee and motion made to approve by Commissioner Smith, second by Commissioner 
Gunn. Unanimous.  Chairman Sanders asked if there were any questions.   

 
7. 911 Communications Report:  Director not in attendance. 
 
8. Motion to approve all reports: (Smith, Gunn) unanimous. 
 
9. Old Business 
 

a) Bell Construction Updates:  Chairman Sanders: Commissioner Sweeney is not here so we do 
 not have a full encompassed report.  Do you (Robert Daniel) know anything you could tell us? 

  Finance Director Robert Daniel: I talked to one of the guys out there today, Alex, and he said 
 they would probably be ready to do some paving. So I think it’s in the immediate future, I just 
 don’t know when.  
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b) Cascade Highschool Roundabout:  Chairman Sanders: We were just handed out something on 
 the Cascade high school regarding the turning lane. I’ll see if I can summarize it, I just got it. I’ll 
 do the best I can. If anybody wants to come up and look at it, they’re welcome to. They are 
 looking at doing a roundabout, they’re saying the crash history, there’s been 9 crashes since 
 2017 at that intersection, three crashes with injuries, seven right angle crashes, two of the three 
 crashes with injuries were right angle. Proposed improvements, construct temporary 
 roundabout within existing pavement.  There’s pictures up here if anyone wants to come and 
 look.  It’s all the site information, ratios, it’s a whole report from TDOT.  So if anybody wants to 
 see that they’re welcome to come up and look at it.   
c) Transition Team: Chairman Sanders: I’m going to over this a little bit.  Critical dates, so we’re 

 passed a lot of them. I’ll go through where we are now. October 28th through the 30th they’re 
 going to be securing all the final inspections for the fire kitchen, mechanical, HVAC, electrical 
 and plumbing.  Proposed final inspection October 28th.  Proposed move-in date right now is 
 third week of December. Does anybody have any questions on that?  

  Commissioner Yockey: Is this for the jail or justice center? 
  Chairman Sanders: This is for the justice complex. And the people that are on it are Judge Rich, 

 Judge Burke, Tommy Boleyn, Josh Carney, Alex Nance, Michelle Murray, Tony Barrett, Nakia 
 Elliott, Trey Arnold- 

  Finance Director Robert Daniel: They did have a meeting about doing some of the security 
 work out there and I think they are going to use the Courthouse Security funds.  And I talked 
 to Judge Burke last week and we are probably going to have a budget amendment so we can 
 move it from the reserve over to where they can spend it.  So that will be coming up- 

  Chairman Sanders:  So they actually had a security meeting again? 
  Finance Director Daniel: They did.  
  Commissioner Gunn:  That was a special call meeting though wasn’t it? Specifically for this? 
  Finance Director Daniel: I think so.  
  Chairman Sanders: It’s not their typical one.  
  Finance Director Daniel: I’m going to try to get it on Finance and get the amendment so we 

 can have it for the next Commission Meeting. 
  Chairman Sanders: Okay. 
  Finance Director Daniel: And I did find in meeting today with Bell, I found out that if they go 

 beyond December in getting this done, they’re going to have to charge us their fee to help 
 build whatever it is they’re building and if we get done before that then we can save some 
 money there.  But it’s in our contract that they’ll have to help with it.  

  Commissioner Yockey:  That’s all that stuff, Julie, with security- 
  Finance Director Daniel:  Yeah, we’re talking about a half a million dollars. 
  Chairman Sanders: Right. 
  Finance Director Daniel: But I think Bell was saying, if it went after December it would be like 

 $127,000 for two months so we  need to get it moving. 
  Chairman Sanders: We need to get it done. 

d) Social Security Building:  Commissioner Yockey: Julie do you want me to say something about 
 the social security building?  

  Chairman Sanders: Yeah, you can while we are on old business. Go right ahead.  
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  Commissioner Yockey: We’ve got an appraisal bid locally for this old social security building, 
 it’s $150,000. So, tomorrow, Jeff and I are going to kind of put all our figures together and so 
 after we get that done and tomorrow we’re ready for you to call a meeting of that special 
 committee. 

  Chairman Sanders: Speaking of that, do you remember back when we were talking about, I’m  
 talking to you Robert (Finance Director Robert Daniel), do you remember we talked about we 
 kind of needed, one of the other variables we needed for that meeting was to decide what we 
 were going to do with probation.  And so did you ever come up with those numbers?  

  Finance Director Daniel: I don’t have a number, but we’ve got an architect that’s coming 
 Friday at 9:30 to do a walk through and he’s going to look at several projects.  One of them is 
 the probation. I’m sorry, not probation, but juvenile. 

  Chairman Sanders: That’s what I meant.  Juvenile.  I said it wrong. Sorry.   
  Finance Director Daniel: I knew what you meant. 
  Chairman Sanders:  You knew what I meant. 
  Finance Director Daniel: He’s going to walk through juvenile.  He’s also going to look at that 

 social security building.  He’s also going to look at maybe renovation here at the courthouse 
 when we get moved out and also across the road at the second floor because we got some 
 asbestos abatement we’ve got to consider there. It’s in the ceiling tiles. I know the boiler is 
 giving us problems. We’re going to have to bring in a temporary boiler until we get the boiler 
 replaced because it won’t fire up.  And in doing that the piping has asbestos around it so 
 we’ve got to get that abated. So we thought if we’re going to do that we might as well get the 
 ceiling tiles out at the same time. But they’re coming Friday to do a walk through.  

  Commissioner Yockey:  At the judicial center and then when he does that walk through he told 
 me the other day that it would be probably a couple of weeks before his jail judicial people 
 would be available, then they’re going to come down and get with Mark Andrews from the 
 state department that inspects and approves juvenile facilities so that everything that’s done 
 is with his blessing.  Because he has been down before and took a lot of notes and did a lot of 
 sketching work and what Cynthia needed so Friday is just the walk through so it’ll probably 
 still be another month or before we have any figures on it.  

  Chairman Sanders: Because it would be good to like I know one thing we had talked about, 
 and I can’t believe I said probation, I meant juvenile, I found out my son had a concussion a 
 few minutes ago so it’s been a little crazy.  But anyway, the juvenile we talked about trying to 
 figure out how much it was really going to cost us if we had more come in versus saying we’re 
 not going to take anymore and seeing if we need more room and trying to figure out all those 
 variables so that we can make a good decision.   

  Finance Director Daniel: Once he gets the space figured out then we can project- 
  Commissioner Yockey: We can’t have but up to 15 unless we hire another employee. And if 

 you looked at Cynthia’s report today we’re turning away twelve, fourteen- 
  Chairman Sanders: Oh yeah, there’s always more- 
  Commissioner Yockey:  And last month it was 25 people.  That’s $100,000 right there.   
  Finance Director Daniel: Of course your costs will go up.  
  Commissioner Yockey: Yes, your costs go up also, but without hiring a new officer we have to 

 cap it at 15. But I think we need to look and that’s something Robert needs to kind of project.  
 I don’t want to get into the juvenile business- 
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  Chairman Sanders: No, but we need all that information so we can make a good, educated 
 decision. And I think it wouldn’t hurt to have Cynthia there too, to give us more information 
 because she knows the business, we don’t. 

  Finance Director Daniel: This architect has a juvenile, I mean not a juvenile, but a consultant  
 that deals with jails and he says your main concern is safety.  

  Commissioner Yockey: Our sketches that we’ve done with a guy in Nashville and so forth is for 
 15 detainees. Up to 15. Female population- 

  Finance Director Daniel: But he can give us options based on space we’ve got. Commissioner 
 Yockey: Exactly. 

  Commissioner Smith: Something to keep in mind to I mean we’re not mandated by the state 
 or the feds to actually have a juvenile center.  

  Chairman Sanders: Yeah, we know that.  Yeah. 
  Commissioner Smith: And so I think that’s something else we need to keep in mind- 
  Chairman Sanders: Well that’s why we wanted the information to know whether or not in 

 looking at all of our buildings trying to decide you know if whether we were going to lose 
 money, gain money, what’s going to be our best option with the buildings we have. 

  Commissioner Yockey: It’s going to cost us whether we have a facility here or not. 
  Chairman Sanders: Oh yeah it costs even more to send them out- 
  Commissioner Smith:  It may or may not.  I’m hearing different things on that. But I’m glad 

 we’re exploring it and we can look at it and see.  
  Finance Director Daniel: Well, actually I’ve looked at it several times (unintelligible) projection 

 based on population and based on cost of employees so I projected out you can get a break-
 even and right not it’s about $250,000 if we keep it below that it’s good to do it here.  If we do 
 over that may be good to look outside. 

  Commissioner Smith: And that’s my only concern, because when do you have, when do you 
 ever have empty beds and when does the jail never grow. That’s my only concern. 

  Chairman Sanders: I know what you’re saying. That’s why we need all those pieces of the 
 puzzle.  

  Commissioner Smith: And then one more question, on the boiler, which building were you 
 talking about on that one? 

  Finance Director Daniel: The annex.  
  Commissioner Smith: Yeah, I was afraid of that.  
  Finance Director Daniel: It’s pretty old.  
  Commissioner Smith:  And that going to be what a million? 
  Finance Director Daniel: No.  
  Commissioner Smith: No?  How much?  
  Finance Director Daniel: We had an estimate, now I haven’t see a real estimate, this was a guy 

 telling us he thought it might run $80,000. 
  Commissioner Smith: Okay. 
  Finance Director Daniel: But I don’t know because we haven’t bid it, we don’t know what’s 

 involved in it and that’s what we’ve got to- 
  Commissioner Smith: I just put another zero on the eighty, sorry about that. 
  Chairman Sanders: Commissioner Epperson I know you had a question. 
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  Commissioner Epperson: Now what is he looking at the courthouse in the second floor for? 
 Because you’re saying the juvenile- 

  Finance Director Daniel: No, that’s the bank building for office space. 
  Chairman Sanders: Two separate issues. 
  Commissioner Gunn: They’re bouncing around a little bit. 
  Chairman Sanders:  We’re talking about two or three different things, sorry. 
  Commissioner Yockey:  And Anita one of the things that I’ve always wanted to do was get 

 those benches fixed on the second floor with all the writing that shouldn’t be read and just 
 little things like that, kind of renovate that room- 

  Finance Director Daniel: Maybe reconfigure it for the Commission. 
  Commissioner Smith:  Oh, that would be nice.  Fix the ceiling. 
  Finance Director Daniel:  Lower it 10 feet. 
  Chairman Sanders:  Does anybody else have any old business?  
 
10. NEW BUSINESS 

a)  Gun Range – Chairman Sanders:  I believe you (Pat Naron) are here to speak to us.  
  Pat Naron: I’ve been here before to talk to you all. 
  Chairman Sanders: I know you have.  
  Pat Naron: The gun range which I do not like, never will like.  It’s a bad place, I think.  A lot of 

 people live in close proximity to it.  And I understand they’ve got to do their training  and all 
 that stuff, I’m not anti-gun or anything like that.  I did hear something mentioned somewhere 
 along the line that there might be a possibility of putting an indoor range at the new jail  facility. 

  Chairman Sanders: I have not heard anything like that. 
  Pat Naron: I think it would be an excellent idea, then they could shoot all night. Probably 

 about a month ago they were shooting (unintelligible, someone coughing) they were shooting 
 doing a lot of night training over there, obviously I don’t know if they use lasers or have lights 
 over there or what but anyway, I live really close to it and you can be inside with your 
 windows down and TV on or whatever and still hear it. So they were shooting and shooting 
 and shooting so I said if they’re still shooting at ten o’clock I’m going to call and complain. So I 
 called the police department and asked the lady if she logged all the calls, she said she did and 
 I told her why I was calling.  So anyway, I thought well I’m going to try and stay awake and see 
 when they actually do stop and they stopped shooting about ten minutes to eleven, which as 
 far as I’m concerned, there’s no reason whatsoever that somebody ought to be at a shooting 
 range at almost eleven o’clock at night. 

  Chairman Sanders:  The way I understand it and I could be wrong, and I’m hoping you’ll 
 (Commissioner Yockey) remember- 

  Commissioner Yockey: I was trying to help remember- 
  Chairman Sanders:  I believe, I heard it was the city, but I don’t know, and they’re leasing that 

 from us, correct? 
  Pat Naron:  The city, the county gave that facility to the city, the way I understand it, if they 

 would maintain it. Whatever that (unintelligible). 
  Chairman Sanders:  They’re leasing it though, correct? 
  Finance Director Daniel:  I don’t know if it’s an actual lease.  It may be an agreement.  
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  Commissioner Yockey: An interlocal agreement. And Julie, the other thing we found out when 
 Pat was up here one of his many trips was everybody in the world had keys and was it Trey 
 Clanton- 

  Chairman Sanders: I think that’s who, I believe so- 
  Commissioner Yockey: Was supposed to redo the locks and make sure only those people that 

 were supposed to have keys had keys and – 
  Pat Naron:  Yep, yep, yep.  It calmed down considerably after the first time I came up here- 
  Commissioner Yockey: But it’s, that’s been how many years?  
  Chairman Sanders:  That’s been a couple of years. It’s been several years.  I remember when 

 you came.  
  Commissioner Epperson: And now Trey is no longer there so I don’t know who’s- 
  Pat Naron: Mike Davis, I think, he’s in charge of (unintelligible). 
  Chairman Sanders: Who is it? 
  Commissioner Epperson: Mike Davis.  
  Chairman Sanders:  Mike Davis.  I’ll be glad to call him and see what I can work out- 
  Commissioner Yockey:  Ask him too what his key policy is on that. 
  Commissioner Gunn: I can kind of shed some light on that as well. Only the brass on the 

 Sheriff’s Department side has keys to the gate so we don’t, we’re not allowed to go out there 
 if you don’t have a certified instructor lieutenant with you to shoot. You’ve got to have 
 somebody with you, of course we hire people you know periodically we’ve got to take them 
 out there, make sure they qualify with their weapons, so they usually take them out there 
 during the day.  This past in-service season though they needed us to do low-light tactics 
 which required us to use our weapons at night and that’s the reason why you were hearing 
 shooting at night.  Because we have to be certified with that, since we’ve never had light on a 
 weapon they wanted to make sure that we were trained to use the weapon in that capacity.  
 It just went a little later than they expected. I know that the shooting did probably happen 
 until eleven the one night but we did stop shooting at 9:30 the night after that because we did 
 realize that was kind of excessive so we started a little earlier the next night, but the Sheriff 
 was aware of that and that was the reason- 

  Pat Naron:  (Unintelligible) pretty much finished with their training for a while? 
  Commissioner Gunn: Yes sir, this is just our in-service.  We have to have forty hours of in-

 service every year to stay post certified through the state. And that was part of our post 
 certification was to qualify with our weapon and they gave us a new light to put on our 
 weapons that we’re going to be having and they had us qualify with that light for our in- service. 
 We shouldn’t be back out there, it’s just forty hours. 

  Pat Naron: (Unintelligible) 
  Chairman Sanders:  So it’s only happened like one time in how long? 
  Pat Naron: Pardon me? 
  Chairman Sanders:  That happened, but how long has it been since they’ve done, they’ve shot 

 at night, like that? 
  Pat Naron: It’s been every week probably for the last month. 
  Commissioner Gunn: Now I don’t know about the city, I just know the county just had the 

 week.  
  Chairman Sanders:  The city’s shooting at night too as well? 
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  Pat Naron:  I don’t know (unintelligible) it’s a lot of noise. 
  Commissioner Gunn: I know that the eleven o’clock though was definitely us. Because we had 

 the Sheriff call us and tell us to stop that we were disturbing everyone around us.  
  Chairman Sanders: Chris? 
  Planning and Zoning Director Chris White: I thought I’d just throw something out there for, 

 just for something to think about.  The County just, we just passed a new ordinance back in 
 May a new zoning ordinance as you guys recall, it’s pretty comprehensive.  One of the things 
 we did that is new is we do have outdoor firearms development standard regulations now so 
 if somebody wanted to come in and build an outdoor firearms range we have developed a 
 whole lists of standards which are comparable to what you’d find in an NRA manual for range 
 design, range instruction book. (Unintelligible) The state General Assembly just passed a law.  
 There was somebody tried to pass a law that basically said that counties and cities can’t  
 regulate outdoor firearms ranges, but that didn’t get passed, but what that incubated and 
 what ultimately got passed was that there’s some standards now in the law that says the 
 counties can have development standards and regulations and rules for outdoor firearms 
 ranges, but not greater than what we expect of our own.  So if we have an outdoor firearms 
 range that the county owns, which I know we do have one, for the most part the city uses 
 it…but whatever that is that we’re doing or we’re allowing the people to do we need to take a 
 very close look at it and examine that with the rules and regulations that we’ve passed as a 
 body and we need to do one of two things: we either need to up the standards for how the 
 range is going to be used if we own it or we got to downgrade the standards that we’re going 
 to be asking other people to do, because if we don’t- 

  Chairman Sanders: Yes, it needs to be the same. 
  Planning and Zoning Director White: There’s going to be conflict there. So, that’s just 

 something we need to look at.  
  Pat Naron: Is there any guidelines that specifies how close a gun range can be to a private 

 residence? 
  Planning and Zoning Director White: There is.  
  Pat Naron: Do you happen to know what it is? 
  Planning and Zoning Director White: Well, it’s some formulas that are written in there 

 basically that deal with you know the proximity to residential subdivisions and distance 
 requirements, I don’t know them off the top of my head, but basically we’ve created a zone so 
 that if you’re firing in this direction we’ve created a 5 degree on either side that anything 
 within a certain distance of where you’re shooting to, if there’s a residential subdivision or 
 development within that distance then we wouldn’t allow it because, I can tell you from 
 experience, most of you guys know this, I own a gun range in another county so one of the 
 things we deal with all the time is just trying to keep people shooting on the burns… 

  Chairman Sanders:  Well do you mind looking-  
  Planning and Zoning Director White: …This is my best advice, if we’re going to own a gun  

 range we need to be overly responsible with what happens. 
  Chairman Sanders: Well would you mind looking into your zoning ordinance and kind of  seeing 

 if we are meeting it within that property and then I will call Mike Davis and talk to him  and see 
 what I can find out.  
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  Planning and Zoning Director White: …(T)here could be provisions that we could modify that 
 would deal with when it’s government training and its incidental and not regular 
 occurring…and set some reasonable standards.  It could be that the police department,  sheriff’s 
 department could do their night training in multiple segments that don’t say go  beyond eight 
 o’clock.  Because this time of year it’s dark at six o’clock.  

  Chairman Sanders: If you don’t mind, shoot me an email after you kind of look over that and 
 see what we’re meeting and what we’re not meeting and then I’ll get your phone number (Pat 
 Naron) before you leave and will try and call you and update you on what I find out after I talk 
 to him as well. 

 
b) ANIMAL CONTROL SURPLUS LIST: four feline condos, white aluminum, 1994 Ford 150 XL with 
 canine box, 1978 Chevy cargo van, 2002 Ford E450 school bus and a livestock trailer.   

  Chairman Sanders:  Does anybody have any questions on that? Anyone want to make a  motion 
 to send it?  

  Commissioner Smith: Motion. 
  Commissioner Gunn: Second. 
  Chairman Sanders:  Okay it will be sent to the Commission for putting it on surplus. And you 

 wanted to give us an update on surplus? (Finance Director Robert Daniel) 
  Finance Director Daniel: We have a bunch of surplus in the old Harris Gym and we’re trying to 

 get it out so we can actually sell the gym or put it up for bids.  We were waiting for the schools 
 to get their stuff over there and I talked to Daniel Kleindienst and he had gotten everything 
 moved he thinks, but we’ve still go a few items that are not there yet and as soon as we get it 
 in, we’re ready to bid for auctioneers and we’re holding off until we get everything in there. 
 So it should be very soon that we do that.  

  Chairman Sanders:  When were we talking about doing an auction?  
  Finance Director Daniel:  We’re going to have to bid and get auctioneers and we bid base on 

 what they charge and once we get that they’ll send a date.   It depends on their schedule 
 when they can do it.  We’re going to have to do several locations.  We’ve got buses that need 
 to be sold, the gym, we’ve got portables that can’t stay, they’ve got to go out to that site and 
 bid on those.  

 
11. ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

a) Chairman Sanders:  Does anybody have any questions on that?  Does anybody have any 
announcements?  

  Commissioner Yockey:  I have one thing, just for information. There’s some records in the 
 historic rock jail, you go up the steps and on the right side, about the middle you can see 
 them. We have no clue what they are, but they look like boxes of stuff.  So I asked the Sheriff 
 who was in charge of that and he said he was.  He said it had been cleaned out once, but 
 anyway, he said that when they past what they’re doing now, then he’ll be able to get 
 somebody on that and least to where we can get up there and get those records.  That’s what 
 I want, is the records.  

  Finance Director Daniel:  I had two different citizens call me and ask about buying some 
 property that’s owned by the county.  And one of them is a plot in the middle of Bell Buckle 
 on the hill there and another one is, I can’t remember where it is right now, but it’s just small 
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 pieces that we’ve picked up through back taxes, that we’ve gotten, and I told them that there 
 will have to be an auction, we can’t just sell you the property.  I would like to add that in when 
 we do an auction.  

  Chairman Sanders:  Find out what they are because there’s some of those – I think there was 
 one that Ronda was telling me was really, there was somebody adjacent to that we needed to 
 definitely take into consideration whenever we do it.  

  Finance Director Daniel:  This is a guy that lived near one. He wanted to buy it and I’ve given 
 Chris the information because of the potential buyer.  We can’t just sell it we have to do it as a 
 public auction so we will probably include that, if that’s your desire to put this auction….. 

  Chairman Sanders: If they’ll maybe either let you know and then you forward it to me so we 
 can talk about it in the Committee, we can put it on our agenda.  Does anybody have any 
 other announcements?  

  Planning and Zoning Director White: If I could just touch on the topic we were just talking 
 about. 

  Chairman Sanders:  Go right ahead. 
  Planning and Zoning Director White:  One of the things that the Mayor feels strongly about is 

 the provision of high-speed internet and services for rural residents in the county to try to just 
 take the initiative to try to see if we can help facilitate private investment and so one of the 
 things that came up in that conversation was that different properties that the County owns, 
 controls and whether or not it would be feasible to allow the development of cell phone 
 towers or high speed internet services to go on some of those sites. One of the conversations 
 that came up and it is currently being discussed is whether or not that lot in Bell Buckle, is 
 such a site, that we could put it up for auction and make available for somebody to buy and 
 one of the things that I suggested was, if that’s truly what we wanted to do with it and again if 
 companies suggested to us that that would be a great location to build to reach a certain 
 number of customers and meet that threshold that they need to meet that because people 
 have poor cell phone service, and poor internet and in that area around close to the school 
 that if we were going to auction it off then we could first as the county entity restrict the use, 
 restrict the land uses on it so that it would really only be used that way.  And that way, if it is 
 sold we know that somebody who buys it, we can’t control who buys it at a public auction but 
 we could at least control that whoever buys it is going to develop it in a way that we think is 
 going to be beneficial to rural residents in those areas and be developed that way.  

  Chairman Sanders:  That’s interesting. 
  Planning and Zoning Director White: What I was suggesting- 
  Commissioner Smith:  Is that legal though? 
  Planning and Zoning Director White: Yeah, I mean you can, if you own property you can  restrict 

 the land use on it.  
  Commissioner Smith:  But then you are just basically looking at two or three people that could 

 buy it.  
  Chairman Sanders:  Does it change the zoning? 
  Planning and Zoning Director White:  You’re not limiting who can buy it, you just limiting who 

 would want to buy it.  When you’re basically suggesting that, you’re saying as a county entity 
 we want to do what we can to provide that type of resource to our rural residents to try to 
 make it available so that people in rural areas can work from home and do all the things  people 
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 here in Shelbyville can do and so you’re just taking the initiative to say this piece of 
 property, we own it and we think, as the county, we think that it will be best served for the 
 people in that area in this way and then if you restrict the land use on it, which people do 
 every day, then whoever buys it, that’s why you buy it. Is to develop that way. Of course you 
 would want to run that by John T. - 

  Commissioner Smith:  Yeah, that just smells too much of big business to me, I don’t know. I 
 don’t like it. 

  Chairman Sanders: When you restrict- 
  Planning and Zoning Director: When you put it up for auction, you just put it up for auction 

 and somebody buys it- 
  Chairman Sanders:  When you restrict use does it change the zoning in any way if you do that? 
  Planning and Zoning Director White: It doesn’t change the zoning at all.  It’s basically a private 

 contract between the buyer and the seller.  
  Finance Director Daniel: I gave this information to Chris because we were talking about the 

 tower, but the other option I think would be just to keep the property. 
  Chairman Sanders:  That’s what I was sitting here thinking.  I was thinking if that’s what you’re 

 wanting to do, why can’t we do it? 
  Finance Director Daniel: And just lease it to them. 
  Commissioner Smith:  That would be the smart move. 
  Planning and Zoning Director White:  You could do that too. 
  Commissioner Pinson: That’s simple, but we’ve got to maintain the property. 
  Finance Director Daniel: Well that could be in your contract and say it’s part of the lease. We 

 do it at other cell towers.  
  Continued conversation about internet providers. 
  Chairman Sanders:  That sounds like a good plan.  That’s something for us to discuss for sure. 

 Does anybody have any other announcements?  
  Commissioner Smith:  Motion to adjourn. 
  Commissioner Gunn:  Second 
 
12. Adjourn: (Smith motioned, Gunn) unanimous. 6:32 P.M. 
  
   
 
  
 
 
 
 


